Notes from the Grad Recruitment meeting, Feb 7, 2008

Adam Bradley

February 8, 2008

• need a per student cost
  – ’07 saw $100/student
  – we should make our own wishlist
  – Jie wants a what we would like and a bottom line
  – should list what we feel is necessary for success and not to worry about finances yet

• chose a date of Mar 27-29

• discussed a “signing bonus” for certain students

• should offer some kind of help in moving here in the fall

• eat at the Metro Cafe again for dinner Thurs night,
  – menu C best choice (has veg entree)
  – choose some extra appetizers since menu C has crab dish only
  – discuss with contact

• lunch Fri with PGSA officers at Case Club in Severance

• leave them alone Fri afternoon, meet up again for Fri night activities

• website for info source
  – directory of schedule / general schedule
  – personal contact
  – no general PGSA contact, only from “buddies”

• invite postdocs out to Thurs dinner